
The Girl CB 1341 

Chapter 1341-She had thought Koan really couldn’t decide the casting, but now… 

 

Vanessa was also furious. 

 

Nikita didn’t know that she had been envied by so many people, and she didn’t know the invitation sent 

by the director was the dream of numerous people. She gave a little thought and didn’t directly agree, 

but said: “Let’s wait until the play is finished. I’m not sure if there will be time at that time.” 

 

Maybe, after she finished acting in this play, she would lose interest in acting. 

 

The director was slightly stunned, looking surprised. 

 

She even had to consider whether she had time when she earned the movie role that others couldn’t 

grab. 

 

If it changed to others, they must be extremely ecstatic. 

 

Hearing Nikita’s answer, others were also quite surprised, and all turned to look at her. 

 

This newcomer didn’t realize what kind of opportunity she refused. 

 

Joslyn was also surprised for a few seconds. He hesitated and said, “Nikita, you don’t have to make a 

decision now. I think you can have a good understanding of the film the director said, and then tell the 

director your decision after that.” 

 

Joslyn was also striving for Koan’s next film. 

 

Although he had not yet succeeded, and Koan initiative to invite Nikita was also quite envious, he still 

did not want Nikita muddleheaded to miss such a good opportunity. 

 



After the director was rejected, he was surprised, but he was not angry. He also said kindly: “Joslyn is 

right. You don’t have to reply to me in a hurry now. You can tell me your decision after considering it 

clearly.” 

 

“Anyway, the movie will not start shooting until next year. It’s still early. Think about it carefully. Don’t 

worry.” 

 

He was willing to wait for such a rare talent. 

 

Nikita had originally wanted to say that there was no need to consider, but seeing the director’s 

sincerity, after thinking about it, she nodded, “OK, then I will think again.” 

 

Aside, Henrietta and Vanessa’s noses were even out of joint. 

 

How unappreciative person she was! Koan was not only willing to give her a chance, but also let her go 

back and think about it. 

 

When did Koan’s temper and patience become so good? 

 

Nikita was a newcomer, so how could she be treated in such way? 

 

Was Koan’s care because of Xavier?  

 

But it seemed Xavier did not pay much attention to her. Otherwise, how could he don’t even come to 

see her in the whole morning? 

 

Nikita only have to act in one scene today. 

 

After the successful filming in the morning, she went to change her clothes after noticing the crew. 

 



After taking off her makeup, changing her costume and packing up, she came out of the locker room 

with her black backpack. 

 

In the men’s locker room on the other side. 

 

Joslyn also finished changing his clothes and came out of the locker room. 

 

At the door, he met Nikita coming out of the dressing room next door, and then walked towards her. 

 

Looking at the girl who had taken off her makeup but also was extreme beautiful, Joslyn couldn’t help 

keep looking at the girl’s face for a few more seconds, and said in a warm voice: “Nikita, I invited the 

crew to dinner at noon. Do you want to come together?” 

 

“No, thank you. I have some other thing to do.” Nikita took her mobile phone, bowing her head to send 

messages. 

 

Joslyn just couldn’t help but ask: “Have you made an appointment with Mr. Blake?” 

 

As soon as this sentence was asked, he felt he had been wrong. 

Chapter 1342-No one was sure about the relationship between Nikita and Xavier. Although Xavier had 

been quite protecting her, but it also couldn’t prove that they were in a relationship. 

 

As soon as he asked this, it seemed that they really had some relationship. 

 

But what had been said was not easy to take back. 

 

Joslyn was still thinking about how to make up for the mistakes he just made. The girl’s cool and 

extremely charming voice sounded in his ear: “It has nothing to do with him, but just my personal 

matter.” 

 

Nikita didn’t feel Joslyn’s words offended her, so she answered in a normal look. 



 

Seeing she didn’t care about, and also didn’t have any angry performance, Joslyn immediately relieved.  

 

“Well, then wait for another day when you have time, and then I’ll invite you to dinner.” 

 

Nikita didn’t say anything again, just slightly nodded her head and left. 

 

Joslyn stood in place, looking at her figure slowly walking away, and there appeared a trace of 

indescribable emotion in the bottom of his eyes. “Joslyn, Director Koan is looking for you, saying that he 

has something to say to you.” Assistant came over, seeing Joslyn was blankly looking at a certain 

direction, then also looked at the same direction. Nikita just walked to a corner, so the assistant didn’t 

see anything. Joslyn waited until the girl’s figure was completely out of sight, and then he took back his 

eyes. He looked at the assistant: “Director Koan is looking for me?” 

 

“Yes, Sir.” “Did he say what he wants to tell me?” 

 

“Director Koan didn’t say anything, just let me ask you to come.” “I see. I’ll be there now.” When Joslyn 

found the director, the director was discussing something with the deputy director and the lighting 

engineer. “Director Koan.” Joslyn approached, stopped and politely called. “There you are.” When the 

director saw that he was coming, he got up and walked towards him, looking at a tree-lined place next 

to him. “Let’s go and talk over there.” Having said that, the director left first. Joslyn was confused. He 

didn’t know what the director wanted to say to him, but he quickly followed him. “Joslyn, tell me 

honestly, do you have any thoughts on Nikita?” After walking to a suitable place for conversation, the 

director stopped and asked directly without covering up. 

 

Joslyn was stunned: “Director…”The director looked at him: “Do you know who I am talking about? 

Joslyn, this is not the first time we have cooperated. I know what kind of person you are.You were acting 

very abnormal today.” 

 

It’s not like your usual style to give people water and invite people to dinner. You suddenly proposed to 

invite the whole crew to dinner at noon today, which should be out of some ulterior reason.” Joslyn’s 

face changed. After a long silence, he frowned, “Director Koan, is it so obvious?” He really had some 

affection on Nikita. This lunch today was also for Nikita. He didn’t think he had behaved particularly 

obvious, so he didn’t expect to be discovered so soon. “Is this not obvious enough? I’m afraid it’s not 

just me, but the whole crew have realized your thoughts.” 



 

Seeing that he admitted it, the director turned serious and said, “Joslyn, I also said these heartfelt words 

to you because we have cooperated many times, and we have already been loyal friends.” 

Chapter 1343-“In this circle, you can be tempted by anyone, except for Nikita.” 

 

“Why?” Joslyn sipped his lips, as if he was unwilling, “Is it because of Mr. Blake? But she and Mr. Blake 

are not necessarily improper relations, in case they are just friends, can’t they?” 

 

For those rumors, Joslyn didn’t believe them very much. 

 

Although he and Nikita had just known each other half a day, he felt that Nikita was different from other 

women who could pay everything for fame and fortune. 

 

Nikita looked very clean. 

 

She seemed to be indifferent to fame and fortune. Otherwise, she wouldn’t refuse Koan’s invitation. 

“Yes, because of Mr. Blake. It is possible that she and Mr. Blake are just friends, but this can only 

guarantee that they are friends at present. I don’t know what Nikita thinks about Mr. Blake, but I know 

what Mr. Blake thinks about her.” 

 

“Do you know that what Mr. Blake always told me?” The director looked at Joslyn and said with a 

serious expression: “Mr. Blake always said that even if even a hair of Nikita was hurt in our crew, he 

would ask us for guilt. He asked me to protect Nikita. He also told me in particular, Nikita is still young 

and will not enter the entertainment area. When this play is finished, she will go back to study, and she 

should not get any bad habits in the entertainment area.  

 

Especially puppy love or something else, was absolutely banned!”Hearing this, Joslyn changed his look. 

He looked up at the director in a bad expression: “Director Koan, do you mean that Mr. Blake likes 

 

Nikita?” 

 

The director was earnest: “I mean, Nikita is not someone you can get in touch with. No matter what Mr. 

Blake thinks about her, anyway, you can’t have those thoughts about her anymore. If you want to 



continue to be in the entertainment area, you should know what to do. Put away your mind. If Mr. Blake 

heard about that, have you thought about the consequences?” 

Chapter 1344-“Niky, long time no see.” The man walked to the front of Nikita, opened his arms gently 

hugging her politely, and then he got back. 

 

“I haven’t seen you for several years, but your beauty is even more attractive.” The man was about sixty 

years old, with gray hair, wearing a classic white suit and a hat in the same color on his head. 

 

Although he looked not young, his temperament was so excellent that the elegance could be seen from 

his head to toe, which was apparently different from ordinary people. 

 

His facial features were very delicate, with one eye especially deep, and his blue eyes were like the color 

of the sky. 

 

It could be seen that the man must be handsome when he is young. 

 

“Lord Wale, I haven’t seen you for really a long time, and you are still as good as you were.” Nikita said 

hello in a familiar way. 

 

“You must be kidding me. I’m old, but you are in the most beautiful time in your life.” Wale looked at 

the girl who was even more beautiful than before, and said with emotion. “I didn’t expect that we would 

meet again. I thought we would never see each other.” 

 

Nikita knew that in the two years when she had been imprisoned on the island by Mr. Hall, and lost 

contact with the outside world, many people thought that something might have happened to her. 

 

That was why Wale said such a thing. She and Wale had been old friends, so she had told Wale that she 

came this place. Then they had agreed to meet this afternoon. “Don’t you meet me now? I am still fine.” 

Nikita smiled, and said in a relaxed tone “Dear Lord, here is your territory, so don’t you have to do the 

honors when we meet?” 

 

“Of course.” Wale smiled. “When you get to my territory, it’s my duty to treat you well. I have already 

had your favorite dishes prepared. Come on, let’s have a sit and talk over there.” Nikita followed Wale 

to the table. 



 

Wale was a gentleman and helped her open the dining chair. “Thank you.” Nikita was also not polite. 

After a word of thanks, she sat down. In addition to them, there were two waiters standing in the 

courtyard. Seeing Wale personally help Nikita to open the dining chair, the two waiters showed 

extremely surprised look, and looked at Nikita. Compared with the surprise of two waiters, Nikita 

seemed quite calm, after sitting down, she took the glass of champagne poured by Wale. “I remember 

you used to like eating these.” Wale raised his glass and sipped his wine gracefully. “I don’t know 

whether your taste has changed over the years.” Nikita also raised the glass, looked at the delicious food 

on the table, which were really all her favorite dishes. 

 

Wale was indeed so considerate.She didn’t even remember his preferences, but he still remembered 

hers so clearly.Speaking of it, the time they really got along with each other was not much, and the 

number of times they met each other was also not much. 

 

“Dear Lord, thank you for preparing me for this wonderful lunch. I like it very much.” Nikita raise her 

glass towards Wale, and said with a smile. “That’s fine. Try this shrimp first.” On the white plate, it was a 

prawn with thick arms and long arms. Wale called the waiter to help them divide the prawns. When the 

two waiters came to serve, they couldn’t help seeing Nikita a few more times. Halfway through the 

meal. “How do you arrange your trip these days?” Wale looked at the girl whose head was buried in 

eating. 

 

After putting down his knife and fork, he picked up his napkin and wiped his mouth. “Have you found a 

good place to live? Do you need me to arrange it for you?” 

Chapter 1345-Nikita didn’t answer him immediately, but continued eating. After swallowing the food in 

her mouth, she raised her head and looked at him. 

 

“The residence has already been arranged, so you don’t have to find it for me.” 

 

Wale didn’t ask for more, but just nodded, and then added, “In that case, I won’t worry about it. 

Anyway, if there is anything I can do for you, just let me know.” 

 

“Of course.” Nikita smiled, “Don’t worry, if there is a need for your help, I will never be shy to tell you. 

 

Dear Lord, your intention to ask me out this time should not purely be inviting me to dinner and have a 

meet.” Halfway through the meal, Nikita was almost full. 



 

Wale had prepared too much for just two people. 

 

She also put down her knife and fork, picked up her napkin to wipe her lips. 

 

The waiter, who was waiting, saw that both of them had almost finished their meal, and brought up 

some desserts that Wale told them to cook early in the morning. 

 

All the desserts were put on Nikita’s side. 

 

Wale made a gesture to let her continue tasting. “I remember you also like dessert very much. This 

dessert should taste good. Try it.” 

 

Nikita had a habit, that was, she liked to eat some dessert after dinner. 

 

She didn’t expect Wale to remember this habit. 

 

She took the spoon, first ate the dessert at the front, and then gave Wale a thumb: “Not bad.” 

 

“Don’t eat too much.” Wale seemed to be looking at a young child he loved very much, with kindness 

and tenderness in his eyes. “If you like it, tell me where you live later, and I’ll let them send it to you 

when they are ready.” 

 

“Will it be a little trouble?” Nikita dug a big spoonful of cake into her mouth. 

 

“Just a few cakes. How can it be troublesome?” 

 

“All right.” Nikita accepted it naturally. “Don’t mind if I do.” 

 



“You just said that I didn’t purely ask you to meet. Indeed, I asked you out, because there is another 

thing I need your help, other than having a meet with you.” 

 

“Want me to check someone’s sickness?” Nikita supported her chin with one hand and dug cake with a 

spoon with the other hand. 

 

Wale: “…” 

 

“How do you know that?” 

 

He really wanted to let Nikita help a favor, which was to give a friend of him to check the sickness, but 

she already guessed it before he said. 

 

Nikita smiled: “Is it hard to guess? When you asked me out to meet, I have already guessed it.” 

Chapter 1346-In Wale’s view, Nikita was the only hope. 

 

If even Nikita couldn’t cure Rosen’s headache, there was really no way. 

 

He and Rosen had known each other since childhood, and they had been old friends for decades. So he 

really couldn’t bear to watch his friend who grew up with him to suffer so much pain for the rest of his 

life. 

 

Therefore, he had long wanted to contact Nikita. 

 

But he hadn’t been able to contact her. 

 

This time Nikita contacted him actively and told him that she had come to F country again. How could he 

miss such a good opportunity? 

 

“A sudden headache, without the cause?” Nikita put down the spoon, narrowed her eyes, which showed 

a trace of interest. 



 

She was most interested in intractable diseases. 

 

The more complicated and refractory the disease was, the greater her interest would be. 

 

“Yes.” Wale frowned slightly and looked very upset. “Even the most advanced medical instruments in 

the world can’t check what’s wrong with his brain. All the examinations that can be done have already 

been done. Doctors said that he did not have illness, saying that he was in good health. But if he is not 

ill, how can his headache be so serious?” 

 

“Niky, you have saved my life. You are the most powerful doctor in the world in my heart. Rosen’s 

disease can’t be cured by others, but I believe you can definitely cure him.” 

 

“As long as you can cure Rosen, he will certainly repay you well. Or if you want to have any other 

rewards, you can tell me, and I will convey them to him. I believe that as long as he can do it, he will 

certainly agree.” 

 

Duke Rosen, Nikita had heard of this man. 

 

Once, she also had an encounter with Duke Rosen. 

 

According to the title awarded by the royal family, Wale was the prince, while Rosen was the duke, and 

the prince was higher than the duke.  

 

But in fact, Rosen and Wale were equal, and both of them were extreme wealthy. 

 

“Naturally, I do have some conditions.” Nikita gently rubbed her chin with one hand and said directly, “I 

heard that Duke Rosen is rich, so if he wants me to check, he needs to pay 200 million dollars in 

advance.” 

 

“If I can cure his illness, he should pay another sum of money at the time, which depends on the 

situation.” 



 

“After receiving the consultation fee, I can’t guarantee that I can successfully cure his illness. You can tell 

him about this, and if he can accept it, he just needs to wait for my notice. When I’m free, I will go to 

check him.” 

 

“If he can’t accept it, you don’t have to come to me again.” 

 

Nikita would never be soft-hearted on such capitalists who were not short of money. 

 

For example, the Garrett family, and the Lambert family. 

 

Anyway, for them, hundreds of millions were just a drop in their buckets. 

 

“I can agree you with this condition now, and you don’t need to ask Rosen.” 

 

Hearing her offer, Wale agreed without thinking: “Rosen is still abroad, but he will be back tomorrow. 

Let me know when you are available, and I will pick you up.” 

 

On the first day of shooting. 

 

Nikita didn’t know that she had become popular on Facebook with two videos shot on the first day of 

their shooting. 

 

One video showed her standing in front of a mirror after the makeup artist finished modeling her. 

 

Another video was a collection of her fighting scene and hanging wire. 

 

Makeup artist’s Facebook account had been certified, and before sending the video, she had asked the 

crew for permission. 

Chapter 1347-Lisa: The best beauty in the world deserves it. I have been cried by her beauty. What 

about you? 



 

Lisa released the video. 

 

It was just a one-minute video, which was the glamorous eyes of Nikita captured by her. 

 

A few minutes after the video was sent out, it had been commented and forwarded in a large amount. 

 

“Wow, where did you find the fairy beauty? She is sooooo beautiful!!” 

 

“Super good-looking! Super beautiful!! Not only did you cry by her beauty, but we also cried!!” 

 

“This appearance is really amazing, and it is really the best beauty in the world! Is this the role of Fair 

Luna? If the fairy beauty in the video plays Fair Luna, she is super satisfied by us, who are the readers of 

the original novel!!” 

 

“The girl in red in the video should be Fair Luna. When Fair Luna is described in the original book, isn’t it 

all wearing a red dress with no decoration on her head, and her hair is tied with only a red ribbon? In the 

video, there is a red dress and a red ribbon on her head, and the girl’s temperament is super in line with 

that of Fair Luna! “ 

 

“After reading the original book, I think this Fair Luna simply comes out of the book!” 

 

“Is this Fair Luna? I’m also the reader of the novel, who also thinks this Fair Luna is very cool!” 

 

“Helen of Troy” was originally adapted from a popular novel. Before shooting, it had a very high 

popularity and attention, and its readership was very large. 

 

All the previous casting had been announced, except for the role of Fair Luna, which had not been 

decided yet. After all, it was not easy to find an actress with both Fair Luna’s beauty and good acting 

skills. 

 

Because Fair Luna’s role had not been decided for a long time, it made people look forward to it. 



 

Readers of the original novel even recommended the actresses they thought were suitable to the crew 

and the author. However, the crew never said anything. 

 

Until today. 

 

The makeup artist of the crew suddenly sent this video, which was a very important signal for netizens 

who had been waiting for the role of Fair Luna to finalize the actor. 

 

Therefore, as soon as the video was sent out, it quickly became a hot topic of discussion that day.  

 

Not long after the makeup artist’s video was sent out, the official account of the crew sent another 

video, which was the tidbits of Nikita fighting in person and hanging wire. 

 

Helen of Troy: Come and see the sassy and beautiful lady. Is this the first beauty in your mind, who is 

called Fair Luna? 

 

When the makeup artist’s video was sent out, some people were still not sure whether the woman in 

red in the video was the actress of Fair Luna or not. 

 

This video of the official account was like an official announcement. 

 

“After watching the video, this young lady is really sassy and beautiful. The novel’s reader is very 

satisfied!” 

 

“Has she ever learned to dance? I feel that the fighting action is very beautiful, the balance ability is very 

strong, and it is very professional!” 

 

“I think we can always believe the vision of director Koan. This Fair Luna is really amazing, just like what 

is described in the novel. However, is the young lade in the video a new actress? Can anyone tell me? 

Does she have her own account? I want to pay attention on her.” 

 



“Why do I think this lady in the video looks a bit familiar?” 

 

“Me too.” 

 

“I also think so.” 

Chapter 1348-All the advantages have been concentrated on one person. 

 

Tobin also leaned over to take a look: “It is quite like Niky, but it seems a little different from Niky.” 

 

Nikita usually wore school uniforms and looks plain. 

 

The girl in the video is so coldly elegant. 

 

The facial features were very similar to Nikita, but in temperament, they were different. 

 

“I’d better ask Niky.” 

 

Samuel sent Nikita a Whatsapp message directly and sent her the video. 

 

Samuel: Niky, is that you, the girl in this video? 

 

Before long, Nikita replied: Well, it’s me. How did you get this video? 

 

“OMG! It’s really Niky.” Samuel opened his eyes wide and looked surprised. “How did Niky run to be an 

actress? Did she ask for leave before just for acting?” 

 

“Is it really Niky?!” Tammy was also quite surprised. “So, Niky is filming abroad now? Then the girl we 

saw on the hot search of Xavier’s new lover before is Niky?” 

 



Nikita and Xavier had been photographed by passengers on the same flight on the day they flew to F 

country. 

 

Later, this matter became a hot search. 

 

The media took the title “Xavier’s New Lover” as a gimmick, posted it on Facebook and made a hot 

search. 

 

At that time, Tammy also saw related news. 

 

She felt that the girl sitting with Xavier in the photo looked like Nikita, but because there was only a back 

on the photo, she was not sure. 

 

Now, she could finally be sure. 

 

The girl with Xavier that day must be Nikita. 

 

Just in time, the crew of “Helen of Troy” filmed in a film and television base in F country. 

 

“Is Niky going to enter the entertainment area? Is she not going to take the college entrance 

examination?” 

 

It was only less than a week away from the college entrance examination. 

 

At this time, Nikita was still filming outside. 

 

She could not finish filming in just a week. 

 

“Niky has already taken part in the college entrance examination four years ago, and she has also 

graduated from university. There is no need to repeat participating in it.”  



 

“If Niky really wants to enter the entertainment area, I will definitely support her totally! With her 

appearance, she will definitely be a big hit!” 

 

“Of course.” Samuel agreed. “As for the appearance and skill of Niky, if she enters the entertainment 

area, how can the others compete with her?” 

Chapter 1349-There was also Xavier who supported her. As long as Xavier wanted to support someone, 

it would undoubtedly succeed! Nikita’s two videos became trending topics. In a short time, the 

discussion heat remained high. 

 

After hanging on the hot search for less than ten minutes, it was discovered that the new actor in “Helen 

of Troy”, which made many people feel familiar, was Autumn, a talented girl who had once been 

popular all over the country. 

 

This talented girl, who had got full marks in all the subjects in both the college entrance examination 

four years ago and the joint entrance examination four years later, used to be named Autumn, but now 

her name was Nikita. “OMG! No wonder it looks so familiar. It turned out to be the talented girl who 

had been on the hot search before!” “She is too powerful, who has both talent and good lose, and is 

also endowed with both civil and martial virtues!” “God is too eccentric to concentrate all the 

advantages on one person!” “She is proficient on studies, video games, lyrics and music creation, martial 

arts and filming. Miss Nikita, tell me, is there anything that you are not good at?” 

 

“Who said that the academic prodigy must be a nerd, who can’t do well in other aspects except reading? 

Look at Nikita! She not has the best appearance and the top IQ, but also so professional in other aspects 

that no one can be competed with.” 

 

“Nikita is so beautiful! I love her so much! I even want to have a relationship with her!” Nikita’s several 

hot searches directly contracted the top three on the hot search list, and the TV series”Helen of 

Troy”was also put on the hot search because of her. In a hotel. 

 

Yvonne held her mobile phone, looking at the beautiful and elegant girl in the video, and then looked 

thoroughly at the words which praise the girl in the comments section. 

Chapter 1350-Old Mr. Lambert raised his head, looking at her awkward appearance, and suddenly 

guessed that her things should probably be related to Nikita.  

 



The real purpose of her visit today was also related to Nikita. 

 

Old Mr. Lambert thought that he had already said so clearly before, and Rosa should have not been 

affected on Sheehan anymore. 

 

He didn’t expect that Rose was so persistent. 

 

Up to now, she still hadn’t given up. 

 

Master Lu pretended not to know anything, smiled and asked, “However, if you have anything to say, 

you don’t have to hide it here.” 

 

“Grandpa Lambert, then I will say it directly. Don’t be angry when you hear it.” Rosa sighed first, and 

then said, “Grandpa Lambert, I shouldn’t have meddled, but I think I should tell you about this matter.” 

 

“After all, I think Sheehan also attaches great importance to Miss Swift. If they have planned to get 

married, then some things that Miss Swift is doing now are not very appropriate.” 

 

There appeared a trace of clarity at the bottom of Old Mr. Lambert’s eyes. 

 

Sure enough, it was related to Niky. 

 

Old Mr. Lambert remained calm and asked, “Oh? Aren’t Niky and Sheehan still in a good relationship? 

What happened to her?” 

 

“Grandpa Lambert, don’t you know that Miss Swift didn’t study in school, but went to film. I remember 

that there will be the national college entrance examination a few days later. At such an important 

 

moment, Miss Swift did not review her lessons at school, and she even went abroad to film. 

 

Is filming more important than the college entrance examination? 



 

And, she went to work in the entertainment industry, a very chaotic place. Others are avoiding it. How 

can she take the initiative to work in that place?” 

 

What’s more…” 

 

Rosa glanced at Old Mr. Lambert’s expression, and saw that he was still as calm as usual. She frowned 

and continued: “I also saw a piece of box news related to Miss Swift, saying that she had a good 

relationship with a man named Xavier in the entertainment industry…” 

 

“That’s enough.” 

 

This time, before she finished speaking, Old Mr. Lambert waved and interrupted her words. 

 

Rosa glanced at his face, sipped her lips and didn’t speak again. 

 

Uncle Paul stood by. When he heard Rosa said these words, he frowned, and didn’t say a word, either. 

 

He knows best how satisfied he is with Miss Swift, the future granddaughter-in-law. 

 

Right now, Old Mr. Lambert was still asking him that how can they persuade his grandson and Miss Swift 

to get a marriage certificate in Y country? 

 

It’s not a good choice for Miss Garrett to come here to say these. 

 

She doesn’t know Old Mr. Lambert enough. He really doesn’t like the entertainment industry, so he is 

not allowed his families to work in the entertainment industry. If someone is disobedient, he will not 

regard that person as a member of the Lambert family and don’t give that person a penny. 

 

Miss Garrett probably knew that he was very exclusive to the entertainment industry, so she came to 

complain. 



 

But… 

 

No matter how he rejects and hates the entertainment industry, if it is related to Miss Swift, his 

standards will definitely be different. 

 

Others can’t do these things, but Miss Swift is different. 

 

For the people Old Mr. Lambert likes very much, he always has double standard. 

 

“Rosa, I know what you said. I don’t think it’s a big problem. She has already passed the college entrance 

examination, and she was the top one of the national college entrance examination in that year. In this 

joint entrance examination, she was also the top one.” 

 


